Comparison of visual receptive fields in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex and ventral intraparietal area in macaques
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Abstract

The concept of receptive field (RF) describes the responsiveness of neurons to sensory space. Neurons in the primate association cortices have long been known to be spatially selective but a detailed characterisation and direct comparison of RFs between frontal and parietal association cortices are missing. We sampled the RFs of a large number of neurons from two interconnected areas of the frontal and parietal lobes, the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dPFC) and ventral intraparietal area (VIP), of rhesus monkeys by systematically presenting a moving bar during passive fixation. We found that more than half of neurons in both areas showed spatial selectivity. Single neurons in both areas could be assigned to five classes according to the spatial response patterns: few non-uniform RFs with multiple discrete response maxima could be dissociated from the vast majority of uniform RFs showing a single maximum; the latter were further classified into full-field and confined foveal, contralateral and ipsilateral RFs. Neurons in dPFC showed a preference for the contralateral visual space and collectively encoded the contralateral visual hemifield. In contrast, VIP neurons preferred central locations, predominantly covering the foveal visual space. Putative pyramidal cells with broad-spiking waveforms in PFC had smaller RFs than putative interneurons showing narrow-spiking waveforms, but distributed similarly across the visual field. In VIP, however, both putative pyramidal cells and interneurons had similar RFs at similar eccentricities. We provide a first, thorough characterisation of visual RFs in two reciprocally connected areas of a fronto-parietal cortical network.

Introduction

The region of sensory space within which a stimulus can modulate a neuron’s response circumscribes the receptive field (RF) of that neuron (Hubel & Wiesel, 1962). For neurons in primary sensory areas, this region is described quite simply by the sensory receptors that relay information to it. Higher association areas that receive information from lower areas are able to integrate information across various stimulus components and can, thus, display a range of complexity in their RFs (Blatt et al., 1990; Avillac et al., 2005). However, neurons in higher association cortices, such as areas in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dPFC) and in the posterior parietal cortex (PPC), are not often characterised by their receptive field structure as they are in primary sensory cortices (Alonso, 2002; Solomon et al., 2002; Swadlow & Gusev, 2002; Yoshor et al., 2007; Veit et al., 2014). Most studies map either dPFC or PPC RFs coarsely and in isolation from one another to aid presentation of stimuli that require active discrimination or subsequent comparison.

Ventral intraparietal area (VIP) of the PPC is located in the fundus of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS; Colby et al., 1993). It receives visual information primarily from the middle temporal (MT) area and dense multi-modal input from its surrounding areas (Lewis & Van Essen, 2000). Consequently, VIP neurons respond to visual, auditory, tactile and vestibular information (Bremner et al., 2002; Avillac et al., 2005; Schlack et al., 2005). Single neurons in VIP have a sophisticated multi-modal representation of objects in space using different reference frames (Avillac et al., 2007; Zhang & Britten, 2011). During steady fixation, these reference frames converge, allowing for different sensory modalities to be represented in a single frame. During movement, these reference frames are sometimes found to shift from eye-centred (Chen et al., 2014) to head-centred representations (Duhamel et al., 1997), possibly enabling spatial transformations during movement (Bremner, 2011).

Neurons in the dPFC exhibit visual RFs (Mikami et al., 1982; Suzuki & Azuma, 1983) and also show multi-sensory responses (Suzuki, 1985; Romo et al., 1999; Sugihara et al., 2006; Nieder, 2012; Wang et al., 2015). Even the hallmark feature of prefrontal
neurons: working memory (Fuster & Alexander, 1971; Fuster & Bauer, 1974) has a spatial component. Neurons have been described as having ‘memory fields’ (Funahashi & Bruce, 1989) which circumscribe the area of increased delay period activity of a certain neuron to a preferred object when it is presented in a specific part of the visual field (Rainer et al., 1998a). Thus, while retaining the representation of an object, they additionally retain its location.

Examining RFs in both PFC and PPC together is motivated by the finding that areas of the PPC and dIPFC are anatomically and functionally connected (Schwartz & Goldman-Rakic, 1984; Pandya & Yeterian, 1991; Lewis & Van Essen, 2000). For example, temporary inactivation of one region changes the response properties of neurons in the other (Quintana & Fuster, 1999; Chafee & Goldman-Rakic, 2000). This suggests a close functional interdependence between the two regions that form association networks. To learn about their respective contributions, neurons in the dIPFC and intraparietal sulcus (IPS) have been studied together as part of a fronto-parietal network (Buschman & Miller, 2007; Swaminathan & Freedman, 2012; Crowe et al., 2013). The fronto-parietal network involving the dIPFC and the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) is specifically implicated in the magnitude system in primates (Nieder & Miller, 2004; Tudesduc & Nieder, 2009; Vallentin et al., 2012; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2013, 2015; Nieder, 2016). However, surprisingly little is known about the RFs in these areas, how they compare to the visual cortex, and how they compare with each other. We have recently found that the spatiotopic organisation of early visual cortices is no longer retained in these higher association areas (Viswanathan & Nieder, 2017), thus, motivating the question whether the RFs in these association areas display much non-uniformity.

Here, we investigate the spatial selectivity of neurons in the dIPFC and VIP with a moving bar stimulus shown at different locations on the screen while the monkeys passively fixate a central fixation spot. We found that a large number of neurons selectively responded to the object at various positions of the screen, and we created receptive field maps for these neurons. We characterise the different types of receptive fields in the respective brain areas based on their structure, location and size and the different types of neurons based on their extracellular waveforms. These results provide the first and largest detailed characterisation of PFC receptive fields, in direct comparison with VIP receptive fields acquired simultaneously.

Materials and methods

Subjects and experimental setup

Two male rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) weighing between 5.5 and 6.3 kg were used for this experiment. All experimental procedures were in accordance with the guidelines for animal experimentation approved by the national authority, the Regierungspräsidium Tübingen, Germany. The monkeys were socially housed, in groups of 2 to 4. During experiments, the monkeys sat in primate chairs within experimental chambers and received fluid rewards. The monkeys were positioned 57 cm from a 15° flat screen monitor with a resolution of 1024 by 768 pixels and a refresh rate of 75 Hz. We used the NIMH Cortex programme to present the stimuli, monitor the behaviour and collect behavioural data. Cortex communicated with an infrared tracking system (ISCAN, Cambridge, MA, USA) to monitor the monkeys’ eyes and collect eye-tracking data. All data analysis was performed using custom-written scripts in the MATLAB computational environment (Mathworks).

Surgery and electrophysiological recordings

First, the monkeys were implanted with a head bolt to allow monitoring of eye movements during the task. After training on the behavioural tasks, we implanted recording chambers over the right dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, centred on the principal sulcus, and the right intraparietal sulcus guided by anatomical MRI and stereotaxic measurements (Figs 1A and 3). The surgical procedures were performed under sterile conditions. Anaesthesia was induced by ketamine hydrochloride (10 mg/kg) and xylazine (5 mg/kg). For maintenance of anaesthesia, we used nitrous oxide and isoflurane, monitoring the levels and vital signs during the procedure. The monkeys received post-surgical analgesics and antibiotics. The recording chambers were sealed with sterile caps and cleaned regularly with antiseptic washes.

For the recordings, we used arrays of eight glass-coated tungsten microelectrodes (Alpha Omega Ltd., Israel) attached to screw micro-drives in a grid with 1 mm spacing. For PFC recordings, we recorded from neurons as soon as we entered cortex (Fig. 3A and B). For VIP recordings, we lowered the electrodes to depths of 9 to 14 mm from the cortical surface (Fig. 3C and D). The electrophysiological signals were amplified, filtered and waveforms of the actions potentials sampled at 40 kHz from each electrode were stored (Plexon Systems, USA). Single units were sorted offline based on waveform characteristics (Offline Sorter, Plexon Systems). In all, we recorded 1186 PFC neurons and 944 VIP neurons.

Behavioural task

During the receptive field measurements, the monkeys performed a passive fixation task. They were rewarded for maintaining fixation on a central white square (0.10° × 0.10° of visual angle or dva) while a grey moving bar (3° × 0.20°) appeared on the screen at five successive positions on the screen (Fig. 1B) in each trial. The positions were selected pseudo randomly from a 10 (horizontal) × 8 (vertical) grid of positions. The moving bar covered each position for 1000 ms divided between 2 orientations and 2 directions of movement. First, the bar was oriented vertically moving left to right (0° for 250 ms), right to left (180° for 250 ms), then oriented horizontally moving up (90° for 250 ms), moving down (270° for 250 ms). The bar moved at a constant speed of 8° per second and covered a distance of 2° per sweep. The grid of locations thus covered the entire screen, that is 30.5° × 23° of central vision. The monkeys were rewarded for successfully fixating the whole trial. Receptive field measurement blocks were interleaved with delayed match-to-sample task blocks (Viswanathan & Nieder, 2013, 2015). Each recording session could yield up to 4 RF mapping blocks.

Spatial selectivity

Of the neurons we recorded, many of them responded to the spatial position of the moving bar even as the monkeys fixated the central fixation spot. To ascertain their receptive fields, we first tested the neurons for spatially selective responses. We analysed the responses of all the neurons in the 1000 ms period that each position was tested. To account for well-known differences in response latencies in these two areas (Nieder & Miller, 2004; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2013), we delayed the onset of the analysis window for VIP neurons by 50 ms and for PFC neurons by 100 ms. We calculated a 3-way ANOVA on firing rates calculated in a 250 ms period corresponding to the duration of a single bar sweep, with position, movement direction and orientation of the bar as factors (Rainer et al., 1998a; Romero & Janssen, 2016). The movement direction was applied as a nested variable of orientation. We down-sampled the screen into five
zones (top left, top right, bottom left, bottom right and centre) to limit the levels of the variable position to 5, comparable to four directions and two orientations. We tested every neuron with a minimum of two trials per location (859 PFC neurons and 693 VIP neurons) and evaluated the ANOVA results with an alpha of 0.05.

We created raw RF maps for every neuron with $P < 0.05$ by averaging the responses for each position over the 1000 ms period. To view responses at a higher resolution, we linearly interpolated the raw RF maps by 3-fold in both spatial dimensions and smoothed them with a 2D Gaussian kernel of 2 dva. We conducted a further cross-validation using these maps to confirm robust spatial selectivity. We created two separate RF maps for each neuron: one from the first half of RF trials and another from the second half of trials. We calculated a 2D cross-correlation between the two maps created for each neuron and compared this against a distribution of 2D cross-correlations calculated from 1000 shuffles of each half map.

$$r = \frac{\sum_{h} \sum_{v} (\text{Half 1} - \text{Half 1}) (\text{Half 2} - \text{Half 2})}{\sqrt{\left(\sum_{h} \sum_{v} (\text{Half 1} - \text{Half 1})^2\right) \left(\sum_{h} \sum_{v} (\text{Half 2} - \text{Half 2})^2\right)}}$$

where Half1 is the map created from the first half of trials and Half2 is the map created from the second half of trials. The means of the maps are subtracted before summing them over the horizontal, $h$ and vertical, $v$ dimensions. Only if the true correlation across halves of trials lay above the 95th percentile of the distribution of surrogate correlations (one-tailed, $P < 0.05$), we accepted the neuron and its RF map into further analysis.
Strength of spatial selectivity

Using these spatially selective neurons, we created average maps for each area. We also created normalised maps for each neuron by dividing the RF map by the maximum of each map. We then averaged the normalised maps of all PFC neurons and all VIP neurons (Rainer et al., 1998a) to quantify the strength of spatial modulation in each area.

We calculated an omega-squared ($\omega^2$) value for each neuron. This estimates how much of the variance in the trial-by-trial firing rates could be explained by the position of the bar stimuli on the screen. It is derived from a one-way ANOVA with the factor position over the entire 1000 ms of stimulation at each position.

A selectivity index (SI) helped to compare the response of each neuron within its RF and outside its RF and was calculated using:

$$SI = (FR_{max} - FR_{min})/(FR_{max} + FR_{min})$$

where $FR_{max}$ is the maximum firing rate of the neuron and $FR_{min}$ is the minimum firing rate of the neuron. The SI can have values between 0 and 1. Values close to 1 indicate high spatial selectivity and very low responses to areas outside the RF.

Characterisation of receptive fields

We found five possible classes of receptive fields which could be separated based on the uniformity, size and location of responses. To separate them in an unbiased manner, we normalised each map to the maximum across positions for that neuron. Some neurons showed multiple local maxima of more than 9°, and we characterised these as non-uniform (threshold = 98% of maximum). For the remaining neurons, the receptive field could simply be described as the contiguous area that activated the neuron to more than half of its maximal response (Rainer et al., 1998a; Romero & Janssen, 2016). However, a subset of these neurons had receptive fields that spanned more than 75% of the screen showing very small local minima. We considered these neurons to be full-field neurons. We classified the remaining neurons with confined fields according to where their maxima lay on the horizontal axis of the visual field, contralateral visual field, foveal or ipsilateral visual field. We confirmed that classifying them according to the centre of mass, that is the geometrical centre weighted by the activity, yielded quantitatively similar results as classifying them using the location of the maxima.

To reliably calculate RF eccentricities, we limited our analysis to neurons whose receptive fields were uniform, but not full-field. We calculated the Euclidean distance of the RF maxima from the central fixation point as the RF eccentricity. Calculating the Euclidean distance between the centre of mass of the RF and the fixation point yielded similar results. Our calculation of RF sizes further took into account that not all RFs were within the screen. Some neurons seemed to have RFs that began at the edges of the screen and possibly extended to visual space outside it. So, we limited our calculation of RF sizes to neurons with screen-limited RFs. We did not fit a shape to the receptive field to allow for complex, non-Gaussian shapes as can be expected from such associative areas. The RF of the neuron was the area of the map that displayed activity >0.5 of maximal response. The RF size was thus the square root of the total degrees of visual angle it spanned.

We use the Kolmogorov–Smirnov test to compare the distributions of RF eccentricity and size. We use the non-parametric Mann–Whitney U-test to compare the central tendencies (the medians) of RF eccentricity and size across areas and judged the results with an alpha of 0.05. All tests, unless specified, are two-tailed.

Receptive fields of neuronal classes

We classified the recorded single units into putatively interneuron (narrow-spiking, NS) and pyramidal (broad-spiking, BS) neuronal classes based on their extracellular waveforms (Diester & Nieder, 2008; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2015). We saved the template waveforms for each single unit but only classified those that had a classic downward deflection upon reaching threshold followed by an upward peak (1951/2130 neurons). The troughs occurred between 200 to 400 µs and the crests only after 300 µs. We normalised the waveforms to the difference between the maximum amplitude and the minimum amplitude and aligned them to their troughs. We then entered the waveforms through a linear classifier ($k$-means; $k = 2$, squared Euclidian distance) to cluster the cells into two categories: narrow-spiking (NS) and broad-spiking (BS) such that on average, the units with smaller widths constituted the narrow-spiking cluster (537 neurons) and those with the larger widths constituted the broad-spiking cluster (1414 neurons) (Fig. 8A and B).

Results

Single neurons in PFC and VIP exhibit visual RFs

We simultaneously recorded single-cell activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) around the principal sulcus (PS) and in the ventral intraparietal area (VIP) in depths of the intraparietal sulcus (IPS). The recordings were made in the right hemisphere of two monkeys performing a simple passive fixation task (Fig. 1A). While the monkeys fixated a central fixation target, a moving bar was presented at various locations of the screen (Fig. 1B). In response to this simple stimulus, many dlPFC and VIP neurons fired action potentials when the stimulus was at certain positions in the visual field. We collected firing rates for each of the 80 positions investigated across trials (Fig. 1C and F). Activity was then averaged across trials (Fig. 1D and G) to create receptive field (RF) maps (Fig. 1E and H) for every spatially selective neuron. Figure 1C–E displays a dlPFC neuron with selective increases in firing rates whenever the stimulus was at the left of the fixation target, that is this neuron had a large RF in the contralateral visual hemi-field because all recordings were made from the right hemisphere. In contrast, a representative VIP neuron (Fig. 1F–H) only responded to bars in a very confined visual region about 5 deg below and 2 deg right from the fixation target, or visual fovea, respectively. This resulted in a small and strongly spatially selective RF in this VIP neuron.

We statistically tested neuronal selectivity to the moving bar by calculating a 3-way ANOVA with 'position', 'movement direction' and 'orientation' as main factors. The highest proportion of neurons was selective to bar position than the other main factors ($P < 0.05$). In the dlPFC, 64% (545/859) of the neurons showed a stimulus position effect. In VIP, 69% (480/693) of all neurons were spatially tuned. Neurons in both areas were also tuned to the movement direction and orientation of the bar. In dlPFC, 39% (332/859) and 44% (374/859) neurons were selective for direction and orientation, respectively. In VIP, 46% (317/693) and 44% (307/693) of neurons were selectively tuned to the direction and orientation. We cross-validated the RFs of spatially tuned neurons to ensure that their responses were robust and stable in time (Viswanathan & Nieder, 2017). To that aim, we created two separate RF maps for every
averaging the absolute firing rates of individual neurons, which emphasised the contribution of the neurons with strong spatial firing rate modulation. The population of dlPFC neurons responded more strongly to the contralateral visual hemispheric with an emphasis on the lower quadrant (Fig. 4A). In contrast, VIP neurons displayed strongest responses around the central fixation area with a bias towards the contralateral hemifield (Fig. 4B).

The average RF maps might be dominated by neurons with particularly high firing rates. In fact, VIP neurons displayed on average higher firing rates than dlPFC neurons (mean$_{PFC}$ = 5.1 Hz, mean$_{VIP}$ = 6.8 Hz; Mann–Whitney U-test, $Z = -2.8, P = 0.005$). To weigh the contribution of individual neurons equally and irrespective of their absolute firing rates, we constructed normalised average RF maps for dlPFC and VIP by normalising the response of each neuron relative to its maximum activity. After normalisation, the population RF map in VIP still shows a predominantly foveal focus with a bias towards the contralateral hemifield (Fig. 4D). In the PFC, however, the representation of visual space (based on spatial activity modulation) became much more evenly distributed across the entire visual field, with a mild over-representation of the contralateral hemifield (Fig. 4C). We quantified the strength of spatial modulation in the population of selective neurons by calculating the $\sigma^2$ value. The measure describes how much of the variance in the firing rate of a neuron was explained by the explanatory variable, stimulus location. On average, 9% of the variance in PFC neuronal activity was explained by the spatial position while as much as 11% of the variance in VIP neuronal activity was explained by bar location. This difference in $\sigma^2$ was highly significant (Mann–Whitney U-test, $Z = -4.2, P < 0.0001$). A comparison of modulation of firing rates by the RF showed that VIP neurons had slightly higher selectivity indices than PFC neurons (median$_{PFC} = 0.889$, median$_{VIP} = 0.894$; Mann–Whitney U-test, $Z = -2.16, P = 0.03$).

### Classes of receptive fields

The detailed RF maps we created helped to characterise the selective responses of the neurons and examine the structures of RFs. The RFs could be assigned to five classes (Romero & Janssen, 2016) in both dlPFC and VIP (Fig. 5). We found 44 dlPFC and 38 VIP neurons that had multiple discrete maxima and classified them as non-uniform RFs (Fig. 5A and B). The rest of the neurons could be described as uniform RFs. However, a small proportion of neurons, 23 PFC neurons and 34 VIP neurons, respectively, showed full-field activity with the RF covering more than 75% of the visual field on the screen (Fig. 5C and D). The frequencies of these classes of RFs were indistinguishable between areas ($\chi^2 = 2.39, P = 0.12$). The rest of the neurons had uniform, confined receptive fields located either in the contralateral (i.e. left) visual field (Fig. 5E and F), foveally (central) (Fig. 5G and H) or in the ipsilateral (i.e. right) visual field (Fig. 5I and J). The frequency counts of the various types of RFs are shown in Fig. 6A and B for areas dlPFC and VIP, respectively. Note that dlPFC exhibited a much higher frequency of contralateral RFs than VIP ($\chi^2 = 17.22, P < 0.0001$). In contrast, VIP contained a higher number of neurons with foveal RFs ($\chi^2 = 21.17, P < 0.0001$). The frequency of ipsilateral RFs between the two areas, however, were indistinguishable ($\chi^2 = 0.92, P = 0.34$).

### Receptive field eccentricity and size

A characteristic aspect of receptive fields is their eccentricity from the fovea, measured as the Euclidean distance between the RF maxima and the centre. When we estimated this for the neurons with
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### Receptive field eccentricity and size

A characteristic aspect of receptive fields is their eccentricity from the fovea, measured as the Euclidean distance between the RF maxima and the centre. When we estimated this for the neurons with
uniform, confined RFs, we found uniformly-distributed RF eccentricities covering the entire monitor space between 0.1° and 18° (Fig. 7A and B). With a median RF eccentricity of 12°, neurons in dlPFC exhibited more eccentric RFs than VIP neurons with a median of 9.6° (Mann–Whitney U-test, \(Z = 3.49, P < 0.001\)).

We measured the receptive field sizes of the neurons whose RFs were confined. Non-uniform or uniform full-field RFs were therefore excluded. Further, 80% (286/358) PFC neurons and 74% (241/324) VIP neurons had RFs that were confined but extended beyond the borders of our measurement. We excluded such neurons to limit our calculation of RF sizes to neurons whose fields were limited to the screen. The RF size of such screen-limited neurons was the square root of the area with half-max activity. For both dlPFC and VIP, this yielded RF sizes between 3.7° and 13.8° (Fig. 7C and D). The distributions of RF sizes, however, were significantly different in the two areas (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test for unequal cdfs = 0.29, \(P = 0.003\)), with larger RF sizes in VIP than those in dlPFC (medianPFC = 6.3°, medianVIP = 7.5°; two-sided Mann–Whitney test, \(Z = -3.18, P = 0.002\)).

Receptive fields properties by neuron types

As different neuronal subtypes might well exhibit characteristically different receptive fields, we sorted the recorded neurons into putatively pyramidal (broad-spiking, BS) and interneuron (narrow-spiking, NS) classes based on their waveform widths (Fig. 8A and B; Swadlow & Weyand, 1987; Constantinidis & Goldman-Rakic, 2002; Diester & Nieder, 2008; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2015, 2017).

In terms of RF eccentricity, both BS neurons and NS neurons in dlPFC displayed similar eccentricities (Fig. 8C). Median BS neurons had fields located 11.9° from the centre and median NS neurons at 12.4° (Mann–Whitney U-test, \(Z = 0.58, P = 0.56\)). This was also the case for VIP eccentricities (Fig. 8D). BS neurons had a median eccentricity of 11.2° and NS neurons, 9.1° (Mann–Whitney U-test, \(Z = 0.86, P = 0.39\)).

When comparing sizes of screen-limited RFs within dlPFC, we found that BS neurons displayed smaller RFs than NS neurons (Fig. 8E). BS neurons had receptive fields of a median 6.1° and NS neurons, 8.7° (Mann–Whitney U-test, \(Z = -2.33, P = 0.02\)). In VIP, however, we found no significant differences between the two neuronal classes in field size (Fig. 8F). Both BS neurons and NS neurons had a median RF size between 7.2° and 8.3° (Mann–Whitney U-test, \(Z = -1.81, P = 0.07\)).

Discussion

While monkeys fixated passively, we found that more than half of the recorded dlPFC and VIP neurons responded selectively to a moving bar presented at various locations of the screen. VIP neurons displayed larger RFs that were more foveally located than PFC receptive fields, which were more contralateral. Additionally, VIP neurons were more strongly modulated by position than PFC neurons. Finally, putative inhibitory neurons in PFC displayed larger RFs than excitatory neurons but across the same eccentricities while no such difference was seen across VIP neuronal classes.
Visual RFs in dlPFC and VIP during passive fixation

Our study represents the most detailed characterisation of receptive fields in dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (dlPFC) and VIP, not only in the number of neurons sampled, but also in the resolution of mapping, that is 80 positions across 30.5° (horizontal) x 23° (vertical) of the visual field. As a result, a majority of cells in dlPFC and VIP could be activated to construct high-resolution spatial RF maps. Bar stimuli with a higher range of sizes, speeds and directions (Schaafsma & Duysens, 1996; Bremmer et al., 2002; Gabel et al., 2002) might have activated even more neurons. Moreover, probabilistic mapping has been proposed as an efficient method to assess the spatio-temporal structures of frontal eye field (FEF) receptive fields (Mayo et al., 2015, 2016).

One of the prime problems in RF mappings therefore, is that of the optimal stimulus to be used. This is a relatively simple issue for early visual areas, but a graver problem higher up the processing hierarchy. After all, neurons in the association cortices process higher-order information pertinent to all sorts of cognitive processing. The dlPFC, in particular, is a high-level area that is operating at the apex of the cortical hierarchy and is renowned for encoding highly cognitive parameters, such as perceptual categories (Freedman & Assad, 2016), numerical quantities (Nieder et al., 2002; Nieder, 2012; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2013; Ramirez-Cardenas et al., 2016), rules (Bongard & Nieder, 2010; Eiselt & Nieder, 2013; Ott et al., 2014), reward contingencies (Kennerley & Wallis, 2009; Asaad & Eskandar, 2011) and other behavioural principles. But also VIP neurons operating slightly more upstream of the cortical hierarchy are well known to represent almost equally abstract concepts (Tudusciuc & Nieder, 2009; Nieder, 2012; Jacob & Nieder, 2014). As both VIP and dlPFC require sensory input, tuning to simple stimuli must emerge due to visual input from upstream visual areas where neurons respond to basic features. Despite the anatomical and functional distance of VIP and dlPFC from the early visual areas, it is surprising to find confined visual responses to basic visual parameters in these association cortices. As visual RFs in the association cortices are indicative of default anatomical wiring, this default wiring might be useful for multi-modal integration and the mapping of different reference frames onto a circuit.

Fig. 4. Average RF maps. (A) Average of all 425 PFC RF maps as a heat map. The average firing rate is shown in the colour bar below. (B) Average of all 396 VIP RF maps. (C) Average of all PFC maps normalised individually to their maxima. The normalised firing rate is shown in the colour bar below. (D) the same as C for all VIP RFs. VIP neurons show higher spatial modulation. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].

Fig. 5. Characterisation of RF types. Examples of receptive field types from PFC (left column) and VIP (right column), presented as RF maps with the colours indicating individual firing rates. (A and B) Non-uniform receptive field showing >1 discrete locations with maximal response. (C–J) Uniform receptive fields consisting of subtypes. (C and D) Full-field responses with more than 75% of locations with >half-max responses. (E–J) Uniform, confined responses. (E and F) Contra-lateral receptive fields with the RF maxima situated on the contra-lateral third of the screen. (G and H) Foveal receptive fields covering the central portion of the screen. (I and J) Ipsilateral receptive fields with the maxima situated ipsilaterally. [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com].
In the case of dlPFC, early studies reported confined visual responses (Mikami et al., 1982; Suzuki & Azuma, 1983). Neurons around the principal sulcus were responsive to a moving slit/dot presented foveally or para-foveally. The visual receptive fields in dlPFC thus recorded were found to be largely contralateral and in strong agreement with our data though less was reported about their spatial structure than the latency of their responses. Neurons rostral to the inferior arcuate sulcus were said to have small, foveal RFs and those in the anterior and posterior parts of the prearcuate area had large RFs at greater eccentricities (Suzuki & Azuma, 1983; Riley et al., 2017). We did not find such a reliable layout of dlPFC RFs based on our small number of recording sites.

Much more is known about the receptive fields in VIP, which is part of the cluster of IPS areas that constitute the termination zone of the dorsal, parietal visual stream (Mishkin et al., 1983). For instance, RFs of many VIP neurons are not only visual, but multi-modal (Bremmer et al., 2002; Schlack et al., 2005), and show shifts according to different frames of reference (Chen et al., 2011, 2014). Still, the size and eccentricity of these fields were not measured in our experiment. Therefore, we used virtual lateral intraparietal area (LIP) receptive fields, on average, fall a bit eccentric from the fovea at about 5° (Jansen et al., 2008) while posterior anterior intraparietal area (pAIP) receptive fields are frequently foveal (Romero & Jansen, 2016). It has been proposed that this difference reflects the role of LIP in saccade movements and of pAIP in grasping as objects are often foveated before successful grasping (Blatt et al., 1990; Ben Hamed et al., 2017).
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2001). VIP receptive fields in our study are much more reminiscent of AIP RFs than those of LIP in their spans and possibly reflect the role of VIP in multi-sensory integration and transformations (Bremmer et al., 2002; Schlack et al., 2005; Zhang & Britten, 2011).

From passive to active vision

The dlPFC and VIP are part of the frontal and parietal association cortices, respectively. As such, they show non-canonical circuit properties characteristic of the association cortices (Goldman-Rakic, 1988). Non-canonical circuits enable parallel and re-entrant processing required for persistent activity shown by PFC and PPC neurons during temporal delays in cognitive task. Because of this functionality, neurons in the association cortices are expected to be released from the rigid topographic layout found in early sensory areas (Galletti et al., 1999). Indeed, we have recently demonstrated that neurons in dlPFC and VIP show progressively lower spatiotopy than has been reported for neurons in early visual cortices (Viswanathan & Nieder, 2017), dlPFC much less than VIP. Pairs of neurons recorded at the same electrode tip often had dissimilar or inverted RFs, contrary to the more than 80% spatial similarity seen in neighbouring RFs in early visual cortices (Das & Gilbert, 1997; DeAngelis et al., 1999).

Unlike neurons in early visual areas that have to provide a veridical representation of the outside world, neurons in the association cortices are more related to the internal state of an animal. Therefore, spatial visual representations may become modulated or changed by cognitive factors, such as spatial attention or the grouping of objects into behaviourally meaningful categories. Indeed, they have been found to shift sometimes dramatically with behavioural relevance in active tasks (Freedman & Assad, 2006; Viswanathan & Nieder, 2015). When active tasks involve the discrimination of spatial features, PFC neurons encode the location of an object along with its identity during a matching task (Funahashi & Bruce, 1989; Rainer et al., 1998a), or differentially encode the location of an object based on the ongoing task (Assaad et al., 2000). PFC neurons also shift the response field with attention and filter out spatial locations that are unattended (Everling et al., 2002) or non-target (Rainer et al., 1998b). We know that even working memory activity in PFC is shaped by the identity of the object as by the location of the object (Rainer et al., 1998a; Kennerley & Wallis, 2009).

Areas in the parietal cortex have been mapped in tasks involving saccades (Dunn & Colby, 2010) to ensure strong neuronal responses at the visual location being tested (Colby et al., 1996). VIP neurons also exhibit strong modulation by attentional signals (Cook & Maunsell, 2002). It may therefore be expected that visual RFs in the association cortex shift and change with cognitive demands (Ben Hamed et al., 2002; Womelsdorf et al., 2008). Further research would be required to show the potential flexibility of these maps during active spatial discrimination, or whether the receptive field structures and locations play a role when the animals are involved in a non-spatial task (Freedman & Assad, 2009; Ii & Freedman, 2016). An ongoing task might recruit spatially selective neurons in non-spatial events. As we find VIP neurons to be more strongly modulated by space than PFC neurons, we predict that VIP neurons would be weakly recruited when stimuli are presented outside of their RFs, whereas PFC neurons would be more independent from their passive, default RFs.

Pyramidal neurons and interneurons

Pyramidal neurons and interneurons, the two major cell classes in the neocortex, sculpt neuronal response properties in different contexts. We have observed that putative pyramidal neurons in PFC showed increased modulation by the behaviourally relevant numerosity stimuli than interneurons (Viswanathan & Nieder, 2015). Several other studies suggest differential participation of prefrontal pyramidal neurons and interneurons in behavioural relevance (Hussar & Pasternak, 2009), in working memory (Hussar & Pasternak, 2012) and in learned numerosity representations (Diester & Nieder, 2008). Putative pyramidal neurons exhibit sharper tuning and stable representations of features while interneurons facilitate flexibility by responding strongly to changes in context or task demands. These differences together with the observed difference in RF sizes indicate that these neuronal classes are set up for differential recruitment by their circuitry. Our finding of larger RFs in PFC interneurons might enable them to participate more flexibly in active tasks whereas smaller RFs in pyramidal neurons allow them to sharply distinguish stimulus features. This is supported by the finding that putative pyramidal neurons in area LIP were selective to fine features of the stimuli whereas interneurons responded strongly to target stimuli and were not as selective for the finer stimulus features (Yokoi & Komatsu, 2010). Differential targeting by different interneuron subtypes shaped persistent activity in PFC pyramidal neurons and lends weight to the idea of distributed roles in spatial tuning (Wang et al., 2004). Spatial tuning in dlPFC is significantly impaired with iontophoretic disinhibition (Rao et al., 2000). PFC interneurons, while similarly tuned (to similar eccentricities) as pyramidal neurons during sensory and delay phases shifted their tuning in response phases to opposite directions, exhibiting greater flexibility than pyramidal neurons (Rao et al., 1999). VIP neurons, whose RFs do not show a difference in sizes or eccentricities for the two neuronal classes, might share their task loads more equitably.

Understanding how different neuronal classes participate in such circuitry and how they represent visual space are important steps in understanding how our visual space might be represented in cortical circuits. Together with our recent results about the non-canonical arrangement about RFs in association cortices, we suggest that RFs of sensory neurons may play very different roles according to where in the processing streams they lie.
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